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Introduction

• Expectation-based theories of sentence processing [4, 7] posit that processing difficulty is driven by predictability,
but make no strong claims about the probability distribution

• As such, surprisal estimates calculated from language models (LMs) with different architectures have been
evaluated on their ability to predict measures of comprehension difficulty [11, 5]

• Earlier work [3, 12] observed negative relationship between LM perplexity and fit to reading times
• Pre-trained GPT-2 LM [9] shows positive relationship between LM perplexity and fit to reading times [8]

Replication Study: Evaluation on Human Reading Times

• Regression fit to reading times of the Natural Stories SPR corpus [2] and the Dundee eye-tracking corpus [6]
• Baseline predictors: word length, word position within sentence (both SPR and ET), saccade length, whether

previous word was fixated (ET only)
• Surprisal predictors calculated using variants of GPT-2 [9], GPT-Neo [1], OPT [13] with different sizes

Figure 1: Improvements in regression model log-likelihood from including each surprisal predictor on the exploratory partition. The dotted
least-squares regression lines had a slope significantly greater than 0 at p < 0.05 level according to a one-tailed t-test, with the exception of
the regression line for GPT-2 on Natural Stories (p = 0.07).

• Results show a strictly monotonic, positive log-linear relationship between perplexity and fit to reading times

Post-hoc Residual Analysis: Linguistic Phenomena Underlying the Trend

• Each data point in both corpora was associated with various word- and sentence-level properties [10]
• For every corpus-LM combination, subsets with the largest differences in SE between models were identified
• Data points in each subset were further separated according to whether the regression model underpredicted or

overpredicted the target reading times
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Figure 2: Average surprisal from each GPT-2, GPT-Neo, and OPT model variant (top, middle, and bottom rows respectively), and sum of
squared errors of regression models that include each surprisal estimate on the top five subsets of Natural Stories and Dundee. The top and
bottom subplots of each row represent values from underpredicted and overpredicted data points respectively.

Conclusion

Larger LMs achieve poorer fit to human reading times because they assign lower surprisal to open-class words,
which may be accurately predicted by extensive domain knowledge gleaned from large sets of training examples
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